of these systems, for which controllability implies stabilizability, was obtained. Basically, this is the subclass of systems that are state equivalent to the so-called triangular form (see [4] and further references there). An example, showing that this need not to be true for systems that are not state equivalent to triangular form, was provided as well. The basic tool was establishing that the HCC is not only sufficient but also necessary for the STLC of triangular form nonlinear systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Piezoelectric materials respond with a charge storage to an applied force and generate a deformation when charges are stored on them. These materials can be used both for local force and/or deformation sensing and for distributed actuating by virtue of the reversibility of the piezoelectric phenomenon that, for each material, depends only on its cause (the applied stress or the charge storage). In many recent papers different problems related to piezoelectric materials, used as sensors and/or as actuators, have been analyzed [1] - [5] , [8] , [9] , [13] - [15] .
This paper deals with a planar "sandwich" structure, constituted by two thin piezoelectric films (one for local sensing and one for distributed actuating) mounted on a thin elastic support.
Both the flexural properties of the structure and the piezoelectric ones are expressed in a simple "compact" form by means of the flexure energy density and of the piezoelectric energy density, respectively, to determine the motion equations of the structure by the Hamilton principle in the Lagrangian form [3] . In the steady state, the deformation of the structure can be exactly described by means of a finite number of polynomial mode shapes; the approximate continuous-time and discrete-time dynamic models are then determined by representing the kinematics of the structure in a polynomial form and by truncating such a representation to a finite number of terms, according to the Ritz-Kantorovich approximation method. The discrete-time approximate dynamic model of the structure is determined via the direct discretization of the action functional of the system to approximately guarantee the conservation of energy over each sampling interval [10] , [12] .
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0018-9286/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE which have been introduced in the approximate representation of the deformation function, and for the asymptotic tracking of reference trajectories. Some simulation results, reported in the paper, show the theoretical effectiveness of the proposed control algorithms and confirm the possibility of employing piezoelectric actuators not only for "classical" purposes, like the residual vibrations reduction, but also in more general control applications, like the active noise reduction and the active shape modification.
Sections II and III are devoted to exact and approximate modeling of the thin piezoelectric structure, whereas Section IV is related to its control. In Section V some simulation results are reported and discussed with reference to a sandwich structure, constituted by a central aluminum support and by two thin bi-oriented polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) films. Section VI draws the conclusions.
II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF A THIN PIEZOELECTRIC STRUCTURE
In this section, after a brief description of the considered thin planar piezoelectric structure, the analytic expression of its Lagrangian density function is determined to apply the integral Hamilton principle for the computation of the motion equations.
A. The "Sandwich" Structure
A sandwich structure, composed of two distributed thin piezoelectric layers mounted on a thin elastic support, is considered. Under the assumption of small deformations, its configuration at time t 2 [t i ; t f ]; with [t i ; t f ] ; can be described with respect to the inertial reference frame R(x; y; z) reported in Fig. 1 by the following equations:
x(t;`) =`2;t 2 [ti; t f ];`2 (1) y(t;`) =`1;t 2 [t i ; t f ];`2 (2) z(t;`) =c(t;`);t 2 [ti; t f ];`2 (3) in which the Cartesian coordinates have been parameterized with respect to a spatial vector coordinate`= [`1;`2] T 2 ; with 2 being a compact domain defined as := f`= [`1;`2] T 2 2 : 0 `i Li; Li 2 + ; i = 1;2g: (4) Only the transverse deformation of the structure in the thickness direction z is considered; such a deformation is described by the function c(t;`); t 2 [t i ; t f ];`2 which is assumed to be twice differentiable with continuous derivatives. L1 and L2 are the dimensions of the thin element in absence of deformation, whereas the third dimension of the structure is assumed to be negligible in comparison with L i ; i = 1;2:
The electric potential V (t;`);t 2 [ti; t f ];`2 can be either applied to the piezoelectric layer (whence considered as the control input) or measured as the effect of the deformation (whence considered as the output 
Notations similar to (7) will be used in the remainder of the paper to denote time first-order partial derivatives and spatial second-and higher-order partial derivatives.
B. The Lagrangian Density Function
The motion of a monogenic system (i.e., a system subjected only to forces that can be derived from generalized scalar potentials) can be determined by the application of the integral Hamilton principle in the Lagrangian form which is hereafter briefly recalled. (8) has a minimum value in correspondence with the actual path of motion.
The motion equations of the thin sandwich structure can then be computed by minimizing (8) witĥ
where L(t;`);t 2 [t i ; t f ];`2 is the Lagrangian density function. For the considered sandwich structure, L(t;`) is defined, for all t 2 [ti; t f ] and for all`2 , as L(t;`) = T (t;`) 0 U g (t;`) 0 U p (t;`) 0 U f (t;`) (10) where T (t;`) is the kinetic energy density, U g (t;`) is the gravitational energy density, U p (t;`) is the piezoelectric energy density, and U f (t;`) is the flexure energy density.
The expressions of the kinetic energy density and of the gravitational one can be easily derived as follows:
T (t;`) = 1 2 (`)c 2 t (t;`); U g (t;`) = g(`)c(t;`) (11) where (`);`2 is the mass density per unit area and g is the modulus of the gravity vector, assumed to be directed along the z-axis.
It is also possible to determine simple, "compact" expressions for the piezoelectric energy density and the flexure one; in particular, Up(t;`) can be expressed as U p (t;`) = 1 2 Q(t;`)V (t;`) (12) where V (t;`) is the electric potential and Q(t;`) is the developed charge density which can be written as follows:
Q(t;`) = 0P P P (`)[c``(t;`)c``(t;`)c``(t;`)] T : (13) The 123 row vector P P P (`) = [P 1 (`) P 2 (`) P 3 (`)] is a continuous function of`2 ; given by
where h is the distance between the midplane of the elastic support and the midplane of the piezoelectric film; E(`) describes the effective surface electrode which represents the portion of the piezoelectric layer that is covered by electrode; 5(`) represents the polarization profile of the piezoelectric layer; and e 31 ; e 32 ; e 36 are the piezoelectric stress/charge constants of the film, which depend on Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and the strain/charge constants of the piezoelectric film.
If the entire piezoelectric film is covered by an electrode and its polarization is uniform (in this case E(`) and 5(`) are constant), then P P P (`) is constant over :
The flexure energy density U f (t;`) is given by U f (t;`) = 1
where S is the uniform thickness of the structure andQ Q Q is a symmetric 3 2 3 matrix which depends on Young's modulus and on Poisson's ratio and describes the relation between the stress and the strain of the structure (see [7] ). Under the assumption that the thin planar structure is constituted by symmetric laminates with multiple especially orthotropic layers, matrixQ Q Q assumes the following form:
: (16) The flexure energy density U f (t;`) can then be expressed in compact form as
where the 3 2 3 matrix F F F (`) = [F i;j (`)] i;j2f1;2;3g ;`2 , which is symmetric and positive definite for all`2 ; is defined as follows: : (18) Note that F F F (`) is constant over because a layer of constant thickness has been considered.
The motion equation of the thin piezoelectric structure can then be obtained by minimizing (8) , i.e., by solving the well-known Lagrange equations under some boundary conditions. The resulting motion equation, which exactly describes the dynamics of the structure, is a partial derivative equation of second-order with respect to t and of the fourth-order with respect to the entries of`; given by
III. APPROXIMATE CONTINUOUS-TIME AND DISCRETE-TIME DYNAMIC MODELS It can be verified [3] that in the steady state, under the assumption of constant electric potential V (t;`) = Vo, the shape of the piezoelectric structure can be exactly described by a fourth-order parabola having the following form:
where coefficients b ij ; i 2 f0;1;111 ; 4g; j 2 f2;3;4g are to be determined by means of boundary conditions.
As a finite number of polynomial mode shapes is sufficient to exactly describe the structure deformation in the steady state, it seems reasonable to consider a complete set of polynomial functions 0 = f`k 1`k 2 g;k1;k2 0 to represent the generalized coordinate (21) where the b k k (t)'s are twice differentiable functions of t; with continuous derivatives (due to (5), (6) , b k 0 (t), and b k 1 (t) are identically equal to zero for all k1 2 + and for all t 2 [ti; t f ]):
According to the Ritz-Kantorovich method, (21) is truncated at a finite order q 2 ; q 2 to obtain the following approximate representation of c(t;`):
Replacing (22) in the expression of the Lagrangian density function (10)- (18), it is possible to compute the total Lagrangian function (9), as the dependence of c(t;`) on`2 is completely known from (22).
In this way the motion path that minimizes the action functional J in (8) can be analytically determined [3] .
A. Continuous-Time Dynamic Model
Considering the approximate expression (22) ) with respect to vector , i.e., to the solution of the following equations:
with k 2 f1;2;1 11;N 0 1g: Equation (28) constitutes the desired recursive backward discrete-time model of the structure [3] , [11] , [12] . This discretization procedure also can be applied when different expressions are adopted for the approximate representation of function b b bt(t) (e.g., when the forward difference is used). Appendix A shows that by applying this discretization procedure, the conservation of energy over each sampling interval T is approximately achieved with an approximation accuracy depending on the sampling period itself.
C. Second-Order Approximate Models
In the remainder of the paper, the approximation order in (22) is considered as q = 2; the continuous-time and discrete-time approximate models thus obtained will be used in Section IV for the design of the control algorithms.
If q = 2; the approximate expression of c(t;`) is given by
The control input of the system is represented by the electrical potential V (t;`) which is restricted to have the same analytical form that has been assumed for c(t;`) V (t;`) = u 02 (t)`2 2 + u 12 (t)`1`2 2 + u 22 (t)`2 1`2 2 :
The continuous-time motion equations that result from (23) with the approximate expression (29) of c(t;`); under the assumption that (`); F F F (`) and P P P (`) are constant, have the following form: 
IV. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL OF A THIN PIEZOELECTRIC STRUCTURE
The approximate dynamic models of the structure, which have been determined in the previous section, are particularly suitable for the solution of some control problems of general importance. Both the noninteracting control problem with internal stability (i.e., the problem of finding a control law that asymptotically stabilizes the system such that the generalized coordinates b ij (t) of the closed-loop system do not interact) and the reference trajectory tracking (i.e., the problem of assigning desired reference trajectories to the generalized coordinates, assuring that the tracking error asymptotically goes to zero, independently of the system initial state) can be solved easily on the basis of the second-order approximate dynamic models (31) and (32), as they are linear and time invariant. The use of a higher approximation order in (22) is only formally more involved.
Such control problems are stated and solved in this section, both in continuous-time and in discrete-time cases, under the assumption that all the state variables are measurable. Otherwise, it becomes necessary to include an asymptotic observer (whose design is not difficult, since the models are linear) and to modify accordingly the control problems and their solutions.
A. Noninteracting Control with Internal Stability
The noninteracting control problem (with internal stability) can be stated as follows.
Find, if any, a continuous-time (discrete-time) state feedback control law that asymptotically stabilizes the system and compensates the gravity force such that the generalized coordinates of the continuous-time (discrete-time) closed-loop motion equations do not interact.
1) Continuous-Time Control Law:
Let the motion equations of the thin piezoelectric structure be described by the approximate model (31). The proposed continuous-time feedback control law is u u 
where K K K1 and K K K2 are diagonal gain matrices that guarantee the decoupling of the system [i.e., each coordinate b i2 (t); i = 0, 1, 2, depends only on the corresponding entry vi2(t); i = 0, 1, 2, of vector v v v(t)] and its asymptotic stability.
2) Discrete-Time Control Law:
Let the motion of the thin piezoelectric structure be described at the sampling times by the approximate discrete-time dynamic model (32).
The proposed discrete-time feedback control law is u u 
the following closed-loop system is obtained:
in which K K K1 and K K K2 are diagonal matrices such that the system is decoupled and asymptotically stable.
B. Tracking of Reference Signals with Internal Stability
It is possible to assign a desired path of motion to the sandwich structure, by means of reference trajectories to be tracked by the generalized coordinates, and to state the corresponding control problem as follows.
With reference to the feedback control law (33) 
Since matrices K K K 1 and K K K 2 guarantee the asymptotic stability of (42), property (40) holds.
2) Discrete-Time Control Law: Let the motion of the structure be described by approximate model (32). With reference to the feedback control law (36) characterized by matrices (37), the following reference signal: The considered planar structure is made of aluminum, while the piezoelectric layers are constituted by bi-oriented PVDF thin films; the entire structure is assumed to be constituted by symmetric laminates with multiple orthotropic layers. The entire piezoelectric film is covered by an electrode and its polarization is uniform; hence, P P P (`) may be computed by (14) with E (`) = 1;5(`) = 1: Under the assumption that the flexure properties of the piezoelectric film are (18), considering only the aluminum contribution (see [7] for the complete expression of matrixQ Q Q). The numerical values of the geometrical parameters of the structure are reported in Fig. 1 .
A. Simulation Tests
The aim of the simulation examples is to test the effectiveness of the proposed control laws. In particular the effectiveness of the discrete-time control algorithms, developed in Section IV, is studied when they are applied to the continuous-time model (31) which is assumed to correctly describe the dynamics of the sandwich structure.
In the first simulation test, which is relative to the noninteracting control problem with internal stability, the initial shape of the structure is described by (29) with b02(ti ) = 0.1 m 01 ; b12(ti ) = 0.05 m 02 ; b 22 (t i ) = 0.02 m 03
; while the desired shape is a horizontal flat that corresponds to b r;i (t) = 0;8t 2 [t i ; t f ]; i = 0, 1, 2. As Fig. 2 shows, the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system is correctly achieved, while the decoupling of the generalized coordinates is not perfect, as they show different dynamical behaviors even if the closed-loop poles have been placed in the same locations for each loop involving one of the coordinates.
In the second simulation test, which is relative to the asymptotic tracking of reference trajectories, the initial shape of the (Fig. 3) .
Figs. [4] [5] [6] show that the tracking error for each generalized coordinate is very small and comparable to a computational error. The reference trajectories, which have been assigned to the gener- piezoelectric and flexure energy densities. The obtained approximate models, in which the kinematics of the structure is represented by means of a finite number of polynomial mode shapes, are linear and time-invariant, and hence they have been shown to be particularly useful to design, in a very easy way, control algorithms for the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system (with the noninteracting control of the generalized coordinates) and for the asymptotic tracking of reference signals.
Simulation results have shown the theoretical effectiveness of the proposed algorithms and the possibility of applying the discretetime control law, which has been developed on the basis of the approximate discrete-time dynamic model of the structure, to the continuous-time model.
Only experimental tests could definitely show if the performance of the proposed solutions is satisfying or if some, and which, modifications are necessary in practice. In particular, future works will analyze more accurately some problems related to the implementation of the proposed control laws as the design of an observer for the estimation of the state variables and the practical construction of the electric potential function V (t;`): APPENDIX A Proposition 1: For small sampling periods T; the discrete-time dynamic model (28) is such that when no external forces (not included in the model) are applied to the system, the difference between the total energy of the system at the successive sampling instants kT and (k + 1)T is approximately equal to zero, with an approximation accuracy depending on the sampling period T itself.
Proof: The two terms in (28) can be rewritten, respectively, as follows [12] :
where the following notation has been used:
The following property can then be deduced directly from (28): 
For small sampling periods T; the variation rate of the Hamiltonian (i.e., of the total energy of the system) during a sampling interval can be approximated by the following expression: 
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the stability problem of time-delay systems has been widely investigated; see, for example, [1] - [13] and [15] . This is due to theoretical interests as well as to a powerful tool for practical system analysis and control design, since delays are often encountered in various engineering systems such as the turbojet engine, microwave oscillator, nuclear reactor, rolling mill, ship stabilization, chemical engineering systems, manual control, and systems with lossless transmission lines. Frequently, it is a source of the generation of oscillation and a source of instability in many control systems. However, in many practical time-delay systems, the time delays appearing in the systems are time-varying or are only known to be bounded by some constants. Typical time-delay systems with multiple time-varying delays include the turbojet engine, microwave oscillator, control of epidemics, inferred grinding model, and population dynamics model. Consequently, the problem of stability analysis of timedelay systems with time-varying delays has been a main concern of the researchers. Depending on whether the stability criterion itself contains the delay argument as a parameter, the stability criteria for time-delay systems can be classified into two categories, namely delay-independent criteria and delay-dependent criteria. Usually, the latter ones are less conservative than the former ones. In the past, there have been a number of interesting developments in searching the stability criteria for time-delay systems, with or without uncertainties, but most were restricted to searching the delay-dependent criteria for systems with commensurate delays or for systems with constant delays; see, for example, [2] , [4] , [5] , and [7] - [10] . For searching the delay-independent criteria for systems with single time-varying delay, see, for example, [11] - [13] ; but to search the delay-dependent criteria for systems with single time-varying delays, see [15] . It is the purpose of this paper to search delay-dependent and delay-independent criteria under which the global asymptotic stability of a class of uncertain systems with multiple time-varying delays can be guaranteed. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, some criteria are proposed to guarantee the global asymptotic stability for a class of uncertain systems with multiple time-varying delays. In Section III, an example is provided to illustrate our main results. Finally, the conclusion is made in Section IV.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULTS
Consider the following uncertain system with multiple timevarying delays:
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